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and market trends seems to indicate that two distinct ap-
proaches have been taken to deal with this problem. The
first is to introduce traditional FTC methodologies
(characterized by high redundancy levels), in the commer-
cial computer market (the appearance of AT&T's 3B line
is a clear indication of this trend). The second is to fully ex-
ploit the high level of distribution permitted by personal
computing to guarantee high service availability in spite of
multiple workstation failures. Although the second ap-
proach appears more promising, both are usually combined
in present solutions, since the effective distribution of large
databases is still an open and controversial problem.

In this issue, with the help of our contributors, we docu-
ment this analysis, illustrate for our readers the state ofFT
today, and demonstrate how we expect its importance to
grow in the future.

In the first article, Daniel P. Siewiorek at Carnegie-
Mellon University provides an overview of fault-tolerance
techniques. Touching on the differences between fault-
avoidance and fault-tolerance approaches to system
design, Siewiorek names major redundancy techniques
currently used by system designers to increase reliability,
availability, and serviceability. He then analyzes the
benefits of a few of these techniques.
The evolution of FT techniques in accordance with

changing system architectures is an interesting subject
which we have merely touched upon in our introduction.
Omri Serlin of ITOM International provides a more
thorough look at the development of present-day FT
design methods, citing several systems and discussing the
design approaches used in developing them. He concludes
that work on FT hardware is already well advanced and
software now demands attention.
As hardware systems have become more reliable, overall

systems designs, particularly software systems, have
become more complex. Consequently, downtime due to
hardware faults and failures has decreased, while for soft-
ware faults and failures, it has increased. John J. Wallace
and Walter W. Barnes ofAT&T Bell Laboratories explore
the possibilities of developing failure-free systems through
the approach of "design for ultra-availability." In their
discussion of AT&T's 3B20 Duplex computer running on
the Unix RTR operating system, Wallace and Barnes stress
the importance of software systems that implement in-
telligent fault recovery through central configuration
management. This system offers ultrahigh availability
through the accurate diagnosis of failures and the effective
reconfiguration of data paths-at the expense of some in-
crease in development and testing costs.

Dave Johnson of Intel, on the other hand, describes the
fault-tolerant VLSI architecture of Intel's 432. His aim is
to illustrate the possibilities of generic FT chips. Although
multipurpose chips are yet to be developed, Intel can now
offer users of its 432 systems three levels of fault tolerance,
all based on self-checking and redundancy. Johnson
shows how basic Intel FT design configurations can be
upgraded as system downtime becomes more critical.

David Sarrazin and Miroslaw Malek at the University of
Texas, Austin, focus their attention on fault-tolerant
memory. Recognizing that chip storage technology opens
certain FT design opportunities, they investigate coding,

replication, and reconfiguration ofRAM chips in order to
extend the mean time between memory failures.

In autonomous decentralized systems, LSI technologies
and specialized algorithms have been used to enhance the
control and coordination of subsystems and improve
functional availability. Hirokazu Ihara and Kinji Mori of
Hitachi provide several theorems and algorithms used in
Hitachi's autonomous, decentralized system and loop net-
work system. This networked FT control has evolved
beyond the experimental stage and is now being im-
plemented in the Kobe and Tokyo subway systems.

Finally, replication and redundancy techniques often
compound system faults and increase the need for on-line
maintenance while lowering the overall average of system
downtime. As an alternative, Algirdas Avizienis and John
P. J. Kelly of UCLA propose that fault tolerance can be
attained more effectively through design diversity. In their
article, they discuss various concepts and experiments in
design diversity.
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